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DES MOINES AREA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
2006 S. Ankeny Boulevard
Ankeny, Iowa 50021 à
NIZATIONAL/
LAR MEETING
TOBER 1979

CALL

The organizational/regular meeting of the Des Moines Area
Community College Board of Directors was held at the Boone
Campus, 1125 Hancock Drive, Boone, Iowa. The meeting was
called to order by Board Secretary Eugene Snyders at
6:46 p.m.
Members present:
Raymond Clark
Georganne Garst
Murray Goodman

Walter Hetzel
Eldon Leonard
Theodore Nemmers

Jasper Risdal
Don Rowen
Walter A. Stover, Jr,

Others present:
Paul Lowery, Superintendent
Eugene Snyders, Board Secretary
ÎÏISTRATION OF
!OF OFFICE

Various other DMACC staff
and interested residents

Board Secretary Eugene Snyders administered the Oath of Office
to newly elected directors as follows:
District 3
District 4
District 5

Georganne Garst
Walter A. Stover, Jr,
Jasper Risdal

IFICATES
LECTION

Board Secretary Eugene Snyders presented the newly elected
directors with Certificates of Election prepared by the Polk
County Auditor.

HO N OF
pENT

Board Secretary Eugene Snyders called for nominations for President
of the Des Moines Area Community College Board of Directors. Don
Rowen nominated Eldon Leonard. The nomination was seconded by
Theodore Nemmers. Walter Stover moved that nominations cease and
that Eldon Leonard be acclaimed unanimously elected. Don Rowen
seconded the motion.
Motion passed unanimously.

OF OFFICE
RESIDENT

Board Secretary Eugene Snyders administered the Oath of Office to
the newly elected Board President, Eldon Leonard.

CION OF
-PRESIDENT

Board President Eldon Leonard called for nominations for VicePresident of the Board of Directors. Raymond Clark nominated
Theodore Nemmers. Walter Stover seconded the nomination. Don Rowen
moved that nominations cease and that Theodore Nemmers be acclaimed
unanimously elected. Ray Clark seconded the motion.
Motion passed unanimously.
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OF OFFICE
ICE-PRESIDENT

Board Secretary Eugene Snyders administered the Oath of Office
to the newly elected Board Vice-President, Theodore Nemmers.

INTMENT OF
D SECRETARY
BOARD
SURER

It was moved by Don Rowen, seconded by Theodore Nemmers, that
Charles Wright be appointed Board Secretary and Dean Minor be
appointed Board Treasurer.
Motion passed unanimously.

IC
ENTS

Board President Eldon Leonard asked if there were public
comments to be heard. There being none Board President Eldon
Leonard requested that each person in the audience introduce
herself/himself to the Board. The introductions were made by
all present.

ÏTCIAL
IT

The monthly financial report was presented by Eugene Snyders,
Vice-President, Business Management. A copy of the report is
attached (Attachment #1) hereto and made a part of these minutes.

JNICATIONS

Letters exchanged between Harvey Wiltsey, chief negotiator for
the Board, and Ron Freier, chief negotiator of the DMACCHEA.
Harvey Wiltsey was present to respond to questions from the
Board. It was moved by Walter Stover that the Board reopen
salaries for the bargaining unit for FY80. There was no second
for the motion.
Letter from Dick Smith, Attorney: Don Zuck, Dean of Facilities
Management and Campus Services, indicated that DMACC should
authorize the contractor to begin work on the Urban Center
building,vbased on Dick Smith's letter. A copy of Dick Smith's
letter is attached (Attachment #2) hereto and made a part of
these minutes.

3NNEL

It was moved by D. Rowen, seconded by T. Nemmers, that the_
following contract changes, SDU lane changes, and resignations
be approved.

itract
mges

a.

CONSTANCE L. ALLEN, from Personnel Assistant to Personnel
Officer I
From $13,495 annually to $14,964 annually
Effective 1 September 1979

b.

BOBBY E. DRESBACK, from Programmer to Operations Supervisor
From $17,619 annually to $18,500 annually
Effective 1 October 1979

c.

ELLEN M. MAXWELL, Instructor, from 3/5 time to 4/5 time
From $6,705 annually to $9,788 annually
Effective 4 September 1979
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a.

MARILYN BURDICK, Counselor, Student Life
From Lane 270, Level 8.0 to Lane 293, Level 8.0
Annual contracted salary $21,977
Effective 4 September 1979

b.

DONALD KAESSER, Instructor, Arts & Sciences
From Lane 270, Level 8.0 to Lane 293, Level 8.0
Annual contracted salary $17,582
Effective 4 September 1979

a.

BRENDA LANDRY, Supervisor, Word Processing
Resignation accepted
Effective 17 September 1979

b.

ELLEN M. MAXWELL, Instructor, Health
Resignation Accepted
Effective 28 November 1979

Motion passed unanimously.■

DNNEL

It was moved by W. Hetzel, seconded by R. Clark, that the
following personnel be offered employment for the positions
indicated:
a.

NORMA FULLERTON, Instructor, 3/5 time, Career Education,
Health
Lane 180, Level 7.0, Salary $10,780 annually
Effective 4 September 1979

b.

DONALD S. H0LAND, Counselor, Student Development, Career
Life Planning
Lane 248, Level 4, Salary $17,967
Effective 20 September 1979, replacing Curt Vandivier

c.

DELORES BETH POWERS, Instructor, 1/2 time, Learning Center,
Adult Education
Lane 225, Level 0, Salary $7,313 annually
Effective 6 September 1979

Motion passed unanimously.
ÏDURE FOR
)VAL OF
IS & ACCOUNTS

It was moved by T. Nemmers, seconded by W. Hetzel, that Eldon
Leonard be authorized to approve claims and accounts prior to
regular board meetings, and to authorize the release of payment
to vendors, with said approval to be certified to the Board
at the next regular meeting when official Board action will be
taken. If Eldon Leonard is unavailable to perform this activity,
it may be done by another Board member.
Motion passed unanimously.
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It was moved by M. Goodman, seconded by T. Nemmers, that Don
Rowen be appointed as the DMACC representative to the Iowa
Council of Area School Boards (ICASB) and for the 1979-80
school year that he have the authority to act on the
ICASB's bylaws, and that Murray Goodmanserve as alternate.
Motion passed unanimously.

ADO WARNING
EM

It was moved by D. Rowen, seconded by R. Clark, that the
college's tornado warning system at the Ankeny campus be
tied in to the City of Ankeny's tornado warning system at
an approximate cost of $7,500.
Motion passed unanimously.

CAL LABORATORY
STANT PROGRAM
YEAR)
INATED

It was moved by W. Hetzel, seconded by T. Nemmers, that the
one-year Medical Laboratory Assistant program be terminated,
effective June 30, 1980.
Motion passed unanimously.

SCAPING BID
ROSE-GARDNER
PTED

It was moved by W. Stover, seconded by R. Clark, that the
Board contract with Crose-Gardner Associates for the
preparation of landscape plans and specifications (bidding
documents) for the student services and support services
buildings at Ankeny.
(Attachment #3)
Motion passed unanimously.

PROCESSING
PMENT
EMENT BETWEEN
2 AND KIRKWOOD

It was moved by W. Hetzel, seconded by M. Goodman, that DMACC
accept the assignment of purchase of an IBM 370/185 from
Kirkwood Community College. (Attachment #4)
Motion passed unanimously.

D MEETING
9ULE/LOCATION
L979-80

It was moved by W. Stover, seconded by D. Rowen, that the
proposed schedule for board meetings and locations for
school year 1979-80 be approved. (Attachment. #5)
Motion passed unanimously.

30T0MY
EFICATE
1AM APPROVED

It was moved by W. Stover, seconded by T. Nemmers, that the
college offer a Phlebotomy Certificate program.
Motion passed unanimously.

CLASS SIZE
SCT EXTENDED

It was moved by D. Rowen, seconded by M. Goodman, that the
employment of personnel in the full-time CETA class-size project
be extended through the month of October 1979.
Motion passed unanimously.
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It was moved by W. Hetzel, seconded by R. Clark, that the
superintendent be authorized to continue the employment of
the personnel in the full-time CETA class size projects
after October, providing funding is forthcoming from CIRALG.
Motion passed unanimously.

E PLANS FOR
RIO DRIVE,
NY

It was moved by T. Nemmers, seconded by M. Goodman, that
the house plans be approved for house number 15, to be
located at 1102 Rio Drive, Ankeny, and to be constructed
by students in the Building Trades program.
(Attachment #6)
Motion passed unanimously.

PTANCE OF
DINGS 13
1_4, ANKENY

Item "M" of the agenda (acceptance of buildings 13 and 14,
Ankeny) was withdrawn from the agenda.

ER/WILTSEY
ERS— SALARY
ENER FOR
MNING UNIT

Board President E. Leonard indicated that the request for a
salary reopener by the DMACCHEA had been discussed earlier,
under communications. There were no additions to that
discussion.

tfS AND
■JNTS

It was moved by T. Nemmers, seconded by R. Clark, that the
claims and accounts be approved as presented.
(Attachment #7)
Motion passed unanimously.

I YOU TO
1Y

Board President Eldon Leonard directed that a letter be sent
to the Boone Rotary Club expressing gratitude of the DMACC
Board for the Club's support of the Boone Campus.

JRNMENT

It was moved by W. Stover, seconded by D. Rowen, that the
meeting be adjourned.
Motion passed unanimously and meeting adjourned at 8:00 p.m.

ELDON LEONARD, President
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Financial Report Comments/Oct 8th Board Meeting
We won't receive monthly computer reports until late next week, so only
Cash Position Report prepared (copies given to Supt for Board packet).
As footnotes indicate, we avoiddd going on stamped warrants during Sept
by making a temporary transfer of Plant Fund monies which were being held
in escrow to pay City of DM for land, but which has been delayed due to
legal problems. We are still awaiting Quarterly State General and Vocational
Aid checks, which may not arrive for couple of weeks due to slowness of
State Comptroller's office.
Apparently, Polk County residents have an extra 30 days, or until Oct 31st, to
pay 1st half property taxes, so we will probably not receive a significant
amount of tax revenue until into Nov,
Interest rates for investments are still on an increase. The allowable rate
for October on investments of $100M or more is 11,50%, an all time high. We
will likely be able to re-invest some Plant Fund monies at this rate after
Oct 15th.
I do not anticipate having to be on borrowed monies anytime in near future,
unless State Comptroller is even slower than previous months in paying claims.

/

DES MOINES AREA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
CASE POSITION REPORT
September 30, 1979

General, Agency
Auxiliary, Scholarship,
and Loan Funds
ANKENY STATE

Special
Plant Fund
BANKERS TRUST

Voted Tax &
Sinking Fund
BANKERS TRUST

iNK:
Sept. 1, 1979

$

(127,087.26)

$ 107,884.92

.pts Sept. 1979

1,210,327.27

556,517.32

trsements Sept. 1979

1,159,357.55

648,947.95

mk Sept. 30, 1979

$

(76,117.54)(A)

$

15,454.29

■l'
es of Deposit:
ie 4-30-70 (Student Act)
e 6-16-80 (Student Act)

20,000.00
6,368.18
2 , 112 , 000.00

Dates & Interest
lue 12-17-79
iue 2-15-80
lue 7-17-80
iue 4-15-80
ue 8-15-80
ue 11-15-79
ue 1-16-80
ue 3-14-80
ue 5-15-80

280, 000.00
285, 000.00
335, 000.00 (B)
130, 000.00
250, 000.00
110 , 000.00
150, 000.00
125, 000.00
375, 000.00

count/General
tivities/Savings
nd/Savings
t. Savings Ank. State

148,076.02
5,579.46
37,671.34 (C)
88,441.41

ISTMENTS

$

180,023.66

$4,240,441.41

$ 37,671.34

[ IN BANK
INTS

$

103,906.12

$4,255,895.70

$ 37,671.34

Deficient Balance represents outstanding checks which have not cleared the Bank.
Daily deposits being made directly into Savings Account with transfers made
from Savings to Checking for amount of checks cleared at Bank on daily basis.
Cash position includes a $100,000.00 temporary transfer from Plant Fund, made
to avoid interest expense during slack cash flow period. Quarterly State General
Aid due in October will aleviate the current Cash Flow problem.
Plant Fund Loan monies of $335,000.00 re-invested in September at 10%% interest,
which is a record high.
Next loan payment from Sinking Fund due 12-31-79 for $96,320.00.

AREA

CODE

515
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8 1979

Mr. Don Zuck
Dean of Facilities Management
and Campus Services
Des Moines Area Community College
2006 S. Ankeny Blvd.
Ankeny, IA 50021
Re:

Des Moines Area Community College —
Urban Center

Dear Mr. Zuck:
You have inquired as to the status of the title
examinations of disposition parcels 2 and 6 to be
conveyed by the city. The city has now responded to
the objections raised by Mr. Grant in his title opinion.
He is reviewing the documents they have tendered with
regard to these objections and will have them recorded
and made a part of the abstract. However, it will still
be some time before the abstract will be in a condition
that will permit Mr. Grant to render an opinion that
could be the basis of a closing.
You have indicated that the contractor is most
anxious to begin his asphalt work on these two parcels
cefore the asphalt plant shuts down. I believe that
you should go ahead and notify the contractor that he
can commence the asphalt work on these two parcels even
though title has not yet been conveyed to the college. In
ny opinion the risk to the college in doing so is minimal
to nonexistent.
Mr. Grant1s examination of the abstract has not
iisclosed anything that would appear to prevent the
city from ultimately conveying title to the college.
rhe City is of course obligated by the terms of the
28E Agreement to clear, title on the land and convey
Lt in order to carry out the purposes of the 28E Agreement.

243*7611

^

Ir. Don Zuck
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:n addition, even if the city were unable to convey the land,
.t would still be subject to the restrictions of the urban
■enewal plan which would limit its use in a manner that would
'equire another owner to convey it to the college. The
:ollege does not have a lending institution that will be
:iling a mortgage that would need to go on record prior to
:he commencement of work.
For all of the foregoing reasons I believe that you
\ay safely authorize the contractor to commence the asphalt
m the two parcels even though title has not yet been con
veyed.
Very truly yours,
AHLERS, COONEY, DORWEILER, HAYNIE & SMITH

IRS/j s

:ober 1, 1979

Don Zuck, Dean
:ility Management and Campus Services
i Moines Area Community College
6 Ankeny Boulevard
eny, Iowa 50021
PROPOSAL FOR
LANDSCAPE PLANNING AND DESIGN SERVICES
DES MOINES AREA COMMUNITY COLLEGE - ANKENY, IOWA
:r Don:
ed on our recent meetings and discussions, we are pleased to
mit for your consideration this proposal for performing landpe planning and design services for the Des Moines Area
munity College, Ankeny Campus.
icle 1.

SCOPE OF SERVICES

PRELIMINARY GRADES
A.

Establish preliminary design grades for all site
development excluding parking lots, drives and earth
work associated with parking and drives.

B.

Furnish Engineer with preliminary design grades.

PARKING LOTS
A.

Refine layout of proposed parking lots.

B'. Furnish Engineer with a base map layout pf proposed
parking lots.
(2 lots: one at support’!': services and
one at student services).
CENTRAL CAMPUS MALL, SOUTH ENTRANCE TO SUPPORT SERVICES AND
WEST ENTRANCE TO STUDENT SERVICES
A.

Coordinate site design, selection of construction
materials and construction details with Architect and
Structural Engineer.

I N G E R S O L L A V E . D E S M O I N E S . IA. 5 0 3 1 S
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B.

Coordinate lighting design, fixture selection and light
locations with Architect and Electrical Engineer.

C.

Coordinate locations for proposed underground utilities
with Engineer.

D.

Provide final design grades.

E.

Furnish Engineer with Final Design Grades.

F.

Provide site development contract drawings to include:
1.
2.
3.

G.

Detailed design plan.
Dimension plan.
Construction details
a. Walks and steps
b. walls
c. site furnishings (benches, kiosks, trash recep
tacles, flagpoles, etc.)
d. Fountain
e. Tennis courts, softball fields, intramural field.

Provide^ technical section ;specifications :for -site.:. development to include:
1.
2.

Construction materials and methods for walks, steps,
and walls', etc.
Construction materials and methods for installation
of site furnishings.

LANDSCAPING
A.

Provide detailed landscape design for the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

B.

Provide Contract Drawings for Landscaping to include:
1.
2.
3.

C.

Central Campus Mall.
South entrance to Support Services
West entrance' to Student Services .
Support Services Parking Lot.
Student Services Parking Lot.
New South. Campus. Entrance;.

Detailed Planting Plan
. ;‘
Seeding and Sodding Plan
Construction details for plant material installation.

Provide Technical section specifications for landscaping
to include:
1. Plant materials.
2. Seeding
3. Sodding

-3SITE OBSERVATION, INSPECTION AND APPROVALS
A.

Perform periodic inspections of site development
construction and materials installation.

B.

Coordinate inspection of site grading with Architect
and Engineer.

C:

Inspect shop drawings.

D.

Inspect and approve source of plant material.

E.

Initial inspection of completed landscaping.

F.

Final inspection of completed landscaping.

G.

Furnish Owner with detailed reports regarding observations
and inspections.

GENERAL
A.

Coordinate planning and design with college staff,
Administrative Personnel and Owner's Consultants.

B.

Coordinate production of contract documents with Architect
and Engineer.

icle 2.

OWNER1S RESPONSIBILITY,

Provide general background information needed as to
requirements of the 'project.
If required beyond Scope of Services herein, provide
services of special consultants.
Provide base map information, topographic surveys, utility
locations, soils data, etc., necessary for base mapping
and/or design decisions.
Arrange and pay for legal, auditing, or appraisal services
when required and authorized in advance.
Lcle 3.

TIME O F .PERFORMANCE

,

Contract documents complete on or before January 4, 1980.
Lcle 4.

COST AND‘FEES "

1 Hourly rate schedule
A.

Firm Principals(Partners)

$32.00

per hour

B.

Firm Associates

$21.00 per hour

C.

Landscape Architects

$19.00 per hour

D.

Draftsmen

$14.00 per hour

-4-

We propose to perform the services as outlined in Scope of
Services Articles 1.1 through 1.6 inclusive for a fee for
services not to exceed $18,500.00 (EIGHTEEN THOUSAND FIVE
HUNDRED DOLLARS) plus reimbursable expenses^’ Final' determination
of this- fee will be based on the actual number of hours expended
on behalf of the project at the rates as1itemized-in 4.1. ,
Reimbursable expenses:
..... _.......... 20C per
Mileage...’
Printing..............................at
Long Distance Phone Calls'. J
at
Meals and Lodging
at
Consultants........................... at

i.cle 5.

mile
cost
cost
cost
cost

BASIS OF PAYMENT

Payment for services,, expenses and. special fees outlined
to be made monthly on a proportional basis of services
performed as outlined and itemized on statements as sub
mitted by this firm.
Records of this firms direct personnel costs pertaining to
this project shall be kept on a, generally recognized account
ing basis and shall be available to the Owner at mutually
convenient times.
Lcle 6.

EXTRA WORK AND CONTINUATION OF SERVICES

3f, during the progress or upon completion of the work out
lined in the Scope of Servies in this Agreement the Owner
finds it necessary or desirable to cause this firm to perform
additional services other than those outlined in the■Scope
of Services, such new additional fees shall be negotiated.
The hourly rate schedule may be used or a project fee may
be negotiated.
1
Lcle 7.

TERMINATION OF SERVICES

This Agreement may be terminated by either party upon seven
(7) days written notice should the other party fail sub
stantially to perform in accordance with its terms through
no fault of the other. In the event of such termination,
this firm shall be paid for services and expenses to date
of such termination.

-5icle 8.

INSURANCE

Professional Liability Insurance: This firm has current
Professional Liability Insurance coverage and will furnish
Certificate of Insurance upon request.
Workmen's Compensation: This firm shall take out and main
tain Workmen's Compensation Insurance covering all employees
who shall perform any of the obligations of the work here
under, whether or not such insurance is required by the laws
of the State govering the employment of any such employee.
If any employee is not subject to the workmen's compensation
laws of such State, such insurance shall extend to such
employee voluntary coverage to the same extent as though
such employee were subject to such laws. The policy of
Insurance shall be in such form and issued "by such insurer
as shall be satisfactory to the Owner.
Lcle 9.

SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNMENTS

The Owner and this firm each binds itself, partners,
successors, assigns .and legal representatives to the other
party to this Agreement and to theJpartners, successors,
assigns, and legal representatives of such other party in
respect of all convenants of this Agreement.
Neither the Owner nor this firm shall assign, sublet or
transfer his interest in this Agreement without the written
consent of the other.
Lcle 10.

ARBITRATION

L Arbitration of all questions in dispute under this Agreement
shall be at the choice of either party. The Agreement
shall be enforceable under the prevailing arbitration law
and judgement upon the award rendered may be entered in the
court of the County, State of Federal, having jurisdiction.
The decision of the arbitrators shall be a condition precedent
to the right of any legal action.
Lcle 11.
L

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYMENT

It is the policy of this firm to provide equal opportunity
in employment and advancement of its employees on the
basis of merit and fitness and without discrimination because
of race, color, religion, sex or national origin.
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icle 12.
1

FORM OF AGREEMENT

Two copies of this proposal are submitted herewith. The
return of one copy signed and dated in the space provided
will constitute the Owners acceptance of the proposal and
provide authority for proceeding to accomplish this work.

rs very truly,

ACCEPTED
DES MOINES AREA COMMUNTIY COLLEGE

"T. Crose, Partner
dscape Architect
Title fees)ft£/vr,Ko/33P b f
By
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1I N 0 I L L
R MAN
EM BQ U R O

Mr. Roger Raymond
Director of Data Systems
Des Moines Area Community College
2006 Ankeny Blvd.
Ankeny, IA 50021
Re:

Chancellor Agreement

!

Dear Mr. Raymond:

At your request, I have reviewed a proposed form of contract
forwarded to you by Mr. John D. May of Chancellor Corporation by
letter dated May 7, 1979. I take this means of sharing with you
my thoughts concerning the agreement.
The proposed form is a conditional sale agreement. That means
the seller finances the purchase of the equipment by permitting the
purchase price to be paid in installments over a period of years.
The seller retains a security interest in the equipment until it
is paid for in full. Thus, in entering into the agreement, the
college is incurring an indebtedness to be paid out of future
budgeted revenues approved by future boards of the college. There
is no e'xpress authority in the Iowa Code permitting area community
colleges to enter into such agreements. It has been argued, how
ever, that implied authority exists by such statutory provisions
as Section 280A .23(4 > which authorizes the board of directors to
enter into contracts to insure a sufficient curriculum and
efficient operation and management of the college. The question is
clouded, however, by Sections 280A.19 and 280A.21. Section 280A.19
authorizes the board of directors to acquire sites and erect and
equip buildings for use by the area colleges and to incur indebted
ness for those purposes. Section 280A.21 then states that no
indebtedness shall be incurred under Section 280A.19 unless
authorized by an election. Some argue that a literal interpreta
tion of those two sections precludes the incurrence of an indebted
ness to purchase equipment for college buildings unless the
indebtedness is authorized by vote of the electorate.

Mr. Roger Raymond
Page 2
May 16, 1979
While the matter is not free from doubt, it is my opinion
that under certain circumstances the college can incur indebtedness
to purchase personal property for use by the college. Those
conditions would be:
(1) the personal property is of a nature
that the college would be authorized to purchase for cash; (2)
the terms of the agreement giving rise to the indebtedness are
reasonable and in accord with the custom and practice followed
for such purchases in the private sector; and (3) the period of
time over which the indebtedness is to be paid does not exceed
the period of time that it is reasonably probable budgeted
revenues would be available for payment of such indebtedness.
If
those conditions are present, I believe a strong argument could
be made that the college does have authority to enter into such
agreements.
The college would have to assure that it is paying the lowest
reasonable price for the equipment, the same as if it were being
purchased for cash.This does not necessarily require that bids
be
taken but does mean that sufficient investigation be made to assure
that the board is not abusing its discretion in entering into the
agreement.
In my opinion, a much stronger argument could be made with
regard to the authority of the college to enter into the proposed
agreement submitted by Chancellor if paragraph 11 were changed to
read as follows:
’

It is recognized that the only source of funds
available to the buyer to make the payments
called for by this Agreement will be tax
revenues received pursuant to the annual budget
of the buyer which must be approved by the
State Board of Public Instruction of the State
of Iowa before it can be certified for the levy
of the required taxes. If by reason of changes
beyond control of the buyer, it no longer has
lawful authority to include in its budget amounts
to be used for the payments required under this
Agreement, or if the buyer's budget for such
payments is not approved by the State Board of
Public Instruction of the State of Iowa, then
the buyer will not be obligated to pay the
remainder of the payments called for by the
Agreement and such failure shall not constitute
a default under the Agreement. They buyer agrees

Mr. Roger Raymond
Page 3
May 16, 1979
to notify the seller of such a circumstance
at the earliest possible time. In such
event, the seller shall, within a reasonable
time, enter and take the machines from buyer's
premises and will retain all sums previously
paid by buyer to the seller as partial com
pensation for equipment use and depreciation;
provided, however, that upon buyer's request,
buyer may, prior to such repossession, retain
the equipment during a reasonable period
agreed to by seller at a monthly charge
designated by seller.
Without intending to exhaustively comment on all provisions
in the proposed agreement, the following matters in the paragraphs
of the agreement noted are called to your attention:
Para. 1 . The seller expressly disclaims any representation
or warranty with regard to its title to the equipment and
the condition of the equipment. The seller should represent
and warrant that it has title to the equipment. If the
seller is not going to make representations or warranties
with regard to the condition of the equipment, then the
college will have to carefully inspect the equipment prior
to accepting it.
Para. 2 . The seller retains a security interest in the
equipment until all payments are made.
Para. 4 . The buyer is required to pay all taxes and
insurance on the equipment and make all other payments
necessary to assure compliance with all laws relating to
the equipment.
Para. 5 . The buyer is obligated to maintain the equipment
and is required to enter into a maintenance contract with
the seller and may not enter into maintenance contracts
with anyone else unless the seller consents to such contracts.
Para. 6 . The college can only use the equipment for its own
purposes and cannot move the equipment to a new location
without the consent of the seller.
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Para. 7 . Certain minimum insurance coverages are required
to be carried by the college in connection with the
equipment. Those provisions should be reviewed with the
insurance agency used by the college.
Para. 8 . Anything added to the equipment is subject to
the seller's security interest.
Para. 10-. In the event of casualty loss, theft, destruction
or loss by condemnation of the equipment, the buyer is still
obligated to pay the current installment due plus the pre
payment amount applicable at that time and all other payments
due and unpaid at that time.
Para. 12. So long as the college is not in default under
the agreement, it may, on written notice to the seller, pre
pay the balance owing under the agreement in accordance with
a schedule to be attached.
Para. 13. In the event the college would default on its
obligations under the agreement, the seller has rather
broad powers to take possession and dispose of the equipment
and pursue other remedies.
Para. 15. The college cannot assign the agreement, nor lease
or rent the equipment.
Para. 16. The college bears all risk of loss concerning
the equipment.
Para. 17. The college would be required to indemnify and
hold the seller harmless from all liability arising from
use or possession of the equipment. Consideration should
be given to removing this provision in its entirety. Each
party should be responsible for its own liability exposure
over and above that covered by the insurance the college
will be required to carry.
Para. 18. The seller has the right to assign the agreement
and require all payments be made to the assignee. The
assignee, however, is not obligated to perform the seller's
obligations under the agreement.
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Para. 21. The college will be required upon request from
time to time to certify that the agreement is in full
effect, has not been modified, the extent of the payments
that have been made, and that no default exists. The
college further acknowledges that any such certificate will
be relied on by a prospective assignee of the agreement.
The college would further be obligated to furnish annual
financial statements to the seller.
The proposed agreement does not describe the equipment or
contain any payment or other figures. We cannot therefore give
any opinion as to the reasonableness of the purchase price,
financing charges and other expenses incurred under the agreement.
We trust the above will be of some assistance to you.
you have any questions, please give us a call.
Very truly yours,

H. Richard Smith
HRS :dl j

If

CONDITIONAL SALE AGREEMENT

WHEREAS, Kirkwood Community College, (Kirkwood), has entered int<
a contract for the purchase of certain equipment from the Char cellor
Corporation, (Chancellor), a copy of which Agreement is heretc attached
marked Exhibit "A" and by this reference made a part hereof; rnd
WHEREAS, the Des Moines Area Community College, (DM/CC), has agreed
to purchase from Kirkwood that portion of the equipment described In
Schedule "A" of said Chancellor Agreement as the Group I equipment for
the stated price of $740,000.00.
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY AGREED by and between K i.rkwc od and
DMACC as follows:
1. Kirkwood hereby sells to DMACC the personal property described
in Schedule "A" of the Kirkwood-Chancellor Agreement hereto attached es
Exhibit lrA" described as the Group I equipment for $740,000.00 payable
as follows: $12,721.00 per month commencing September 1, 1979, and
ending August 1, 1980, and $15,040.00 per month commencing September i ,
1980, and ending August 1, 1984.
2. This Conditional Sale Agreement shall be subject to all the
terms and conditions of the Kirkwood-Chancellor Contract as though fully
set forth herein and this Agreement is made subject to all of said terms
and conditions of said contract and DMACC agrees to be bound by all of
the terms hereof, provided, however, that all payments required unc er
said contract shall be made by Kirkwood to Chancellor or its designee
with DMACC makirig payments to Kirkwood for said Group I equipment as
above provided for, provided, however, Kirkwood shall assume all of the
Buyer’s responsibilities under paragraphs 5, 7, and 16 of said Agreement.
DATED

October 8f 1979

KIRKWOOD COMMUNITY COLLEGE

DES MOINES AREA COMMUNITY COLLEGE

CHANCELLOR CORPORATION,
Seller

and

KIRKWOOD COMMUNITY COLLEGE,
Buyer

CONDITIONAL SALE AGREEMENT

DATED AS OF MAY 21, 1979

Control No. 188
EXHIBIT •'A"
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CONDITIONAL SALE AGREEMENT Dated as of May 21, 1979 (this Agreement),
reen CHANCELLOR CORPORATION, a Massachusetts corporation (Seller),
.ng an address at 31 Milk Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02109, and
MO O D COMMUNITY COLLEGE (herein called Buyer), having an address at 6301
;wood Boulevard SW, Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52404.
SALE OF PROPERTY; EXAMINATION AND CONDITION.
(a). In consideration of the Payments and covenants herein stipulated
>e paid and performed by Buyer and upon the terms and conditions herein
:ified, Seller hereby sells to Buyer, and Buyer hereby buys from Seller,
personal property described in Schedule A, together with all
ichments and accessions now and hereafter made thereon (any such
irately identifiable item or items of personal property are herein
irred to as an Item or Items of Equipment and all of such Items together
collectively referred to as the Equipment).
(b) . The Equipment is sold to Buyer AS IS in its present condition
lout representation or warranty of any kind or nature by Seller and
ect to the existing state of title.
Buyer represents that it has
lined each Item of Equipment and its interest therein and has found the
i satisfactory in.all respects and Buyer agrees that completion of
allation by Manufacturer at the Original Installation Site shall
titute full and complete acceptance by Buyer of each Item of Equipment
ect to all of the terms and conditions hereof.
SECURITY INTEREST; QUIET ENJOYMENT.
(a) The Buyer hereby grants to Seller and Seller hereby retains a
hase money security interest in the Equipment.
Buyer will not change
emove any insignia or lettering which Seller may place on the Equipment
ndicate its interest therein.
Until all Payments (hereinafter defined)
made or prepayment is complete Buyer will keep the Equipment free from
lien, encumbrance or legal process and Buyer will discharge any claim
h might become a lien or charge against the Equipment.
(b) So long as no default has occurred and is continuing hereunder,
er warrants peaceful and quiet use and enjoyment of the Equipment by
r against acts of Seller or anyone claiming solely by, through, or
r Seller.
PAYMENTS.
(a). During the term of this Agreement set forth on Schedule B (Term)
r shall pay to Seller, in lawful money of the United States, as payment
the Equipment, the amounts set forth in Schedule B (Payments) on the
s set forth therein (Payment Dates), at Seller’s address set forth
e, or at such other address or to such other person or entity as
er, from time to time, may designate.
(b) . If Buyer shall foil to pay any Payment or other sum due
under, Seller shall have the right to pay the same and shall have all
ts, powers and remedies with respect thereto as are provided herein or
aw.
Buyer shall pay to Seller interest at the rate of 9% per annum on
overdue Payments from the due date thereof until paid, and on all
due other sums paid by Seller on behalf of Buyer from the date of
ent by Seller until repaid by Buyer.
Buyer shall perform all its
gations under this Agreement at its sole cost and expense, and shall
all Payments and other sums when due, without further notice or demand.

TAXES AND ASSESSMENTS; COMPLIANCE WITH L A W .
(a). Buyer shall pay:
(T5 all taxes, assessments, levies, fees and
other governmental charges, general and special, ordinary and
;aordinary, foreseen and unforeseen, which are, at any time prior to or
m g the Term hereof, imposed or levied upon or assessed against (A) -the
pment or any Item thereof, (B) any Payment or other sum payable
under or (C) this Agreement or the interest hereby created, or which
le in respect of the operation, possession or use of the Equipment or
Item thereof; (ii) all gross receipts or similar taxes imposed or
ed upon, assessed against or measured by any Payment or other sum
ble hereunder; and (iii) all sales, use and similar taxes at any time
e d , assessed or payable on account of the acquisition, sale, shipment,
.sportation, delivery, use or operation of the Equipment or any Item
eof.
(b) . The obligations of Buyer contained in Paragraph 4(a) above shall
ude the preparation and submission of all necessary filings to the
icable taxing authorities whether the incidence of such tax,
ssment, levy, fee or governmental charge and/or the filing obligation
ted thereto shall fall, under applicable law, upon Seller or Buyer it
g the intention of Seller and Buyer that all obligations with respect
11 taxes, assessments, levies, fees and other governmental charges
er than as set forth in-Paragraph 4(c) below) shall be the
onsibility of Buyer.
To that end. Seller hereby appoints Buyer its
t and attorney-in-fact' for the purpose of making such filings and/or
ents on behalf of Seller where the incidence thereof falls on Seller,
er agrees to cooperate fully with Buyer by executing any documents
ared by Buyer for filing (where the taxing authority will not accept
r*s appointment as agent for Seller or accept payment or filings by
r on behalf of Seller) and forwarding promptly to Buyer any
ssments, tax bills or other correspondence received in connection
ewith.
Buyer further agrees that Buyer
shallbe responsible for the
ent of
any penalties and interest which
may become due with respect t
such tax, assessment, levy, fee or governmental charge because of the
jre to make, in a timely manner, any such filing, or to pay, in a
Ly manner, any such tax, assessment, levy, fee or governmental charge.
(c). Buyer shall not be required to pay any franchise, estate,
ritance, transfer or income tax of Seller (other than any tax referred
l clause (ii) of Paragraph 4(a) above which is payable by Seller)
is such tax is imposed, levied or assessed in substitution for any
: tax,
assessment, charge or levy which
Buyeris required to pay pur: to Paragraph 4(a) hereof.
(d). Buyer will furnish to Seller, promptly after demand therefor,
: of payment of all items referred to above which are payable by Buyer,
ly such tax, assessment, levy, fee or governmental charge may legally
]id in installments, Buyer may pay same in installments and in such
;, Buyer shall be liable only for installments which become due and
)le prior to or during the term hereof.
;e) . Buyer shall comply with and cause the Equipment and each Item
>o£ to comply with (i) all legal requirements applicable thereto or the
-.hereof and (ii) all contracts (including insurance policies),
;ments and restrictions applicable thereto or to the ownership or use
‘Of .
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INSTALLATION; MAINTENANCE AND R EPAI R .
(a)» The Equipment is to be installed at the Initial Installation Site
forth on Schedule A, and Seller agrees that it shall pay all costs
irred in transporting the Equipment to such Site and of such
:allation including all rigging and draying charges and shall hold
ir harmless from any claims for the payment of such costs and charges.
(b). Buyer at Buyer's sole expense, will maintain the Equipment and
i Item thereof in good and efficient operating repair and condition
•pt for ordinary wear and tear, and will make all foreseen and
ireseen and ordinary and extraordinary repairs which may be required to
i the Equipment and each Item thereof in good and efficient operating^
tir and condition.
(c) . In furtherance of its obligation in Paragraph 5(b) above, Buyer
•.es to execute at its own expense a Maintenance Contract with
ifacturer and keep said Contract in force until such time as this
;ement shall no longer be in effect.
Such Contract shall be of a nature
: shall entitle Seller, upon return of the Equipment or any Item thereof
luyer to Seller, to receive from Manufacturer its standard written
ification that the Equipment or such Item is acceptable for continued
itenance by Manufacturer and shall provide for at least the same
ices by Manufacturer as those furnished under Manufacturer's Standard
itenance Contract for nine-hour per day use of the Equipment, and shall
her provide for the incorporation of such engineering changes and
ovements in the Equipment or such Item as are available without
tional charge as part of such services.
A Maintenance Contract for the
pment or any Item thereof may not be entered into with other than
facturer without the prior written consent of Seller, which consent
not be unreasonably withheld.
USE OF THE EQUIPMENT; RELOCATION.
Buyer agrees that the Equipment and each Item thereof will, be used only
he conduct of Buyer's business and will, at all times, be and remain in
possession and control of Buyer at the Initial Installation Site shown
chedule A.
With the prior written consent of Seller, which consent
not be unreasonably withheld, Buyer may relocate the Equipment to any
r business location of Buyer or to Des Moines Area Community College,
packing, transportation, insurance, site preparation and installation
onnection with any such relocation shall be at the risk and expense of
r and in accordance with Manufacturer's specifications.
INSURANCE.
(a). Until such tine as Buyer has paid and performed all of its
gâtions under this Agreement, Buyer will obtain and maintain insurance
he following character, in all cases at Buyer's sole expense:
)

insurance with respect to the Equipment and every Item thereof
against loss by fire, lightning and other risks from time to time
included under "extended coverage" policies, in amounts equal to
100% of the actual replacement value of .the Equipment and each Item,
provided that such amount shall not b e , at any t i m e , less than the
Prepayment Amount set forth in Schedule C with respect to the
Equipment and each Item.
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\

general public liability insurance claims for bodily injury, death
or property damage in the minimum amounts of $500,000 for bodily
injury or death to any one person, $1,000,000 for any one accident,
and $1,000,000 for property damage.

i insurance shall be written by companies of recognized financial
iding legally qualified to issue such insurance and shall name as
jred parties Seller, Buyer and any assignee of Seller's interest
sunder, in each case as their interest may appear.
(b).
Every policy referred to in Paragraph 7(a) shall provide that it
L not be cancelled except after 30 days' prior written notice to Seller
any assignee of Seller's interest.
(c) . Buyer shall deliver to Seller and any assignee of Seller's
srest hereunder original or duplicate policies or certificates of such
irers, evidencing the existence of all insurance which is required to be
itained by Buyer hereunder, such delivery to be made (i) at the time of
execution and delivery of this Agreement and/or the time of such
ignment and (ii) within 30 days prior to the expiration of any such
irance.
Buyer shall not obtain or carry separate insurance concurrent
:orm or contributing in the event of loss with that required by this
tgraph 7 unless Seller and any assignee of Seller's interest is a named
ired therein, with loss payable as provided herein.
Buyer shall
îdiately notify Seller whenever any such separate insurance is obtained
shall deliver to Seller the policies or certificates evidencing the
!. Any insurance reguired hereunder may be provided under "blanket"
c ie s .
ALTERATIONS, SUBSTITUTIONS AND ADDITIONS.
Buyer may make such alterations and modifications to the Equipment or
Item thereof, which, in the opinion of the Manufacturer, are necessary
esirable for the maintenance or improvement of the Equipment or such
, provided that no such alteration or modification reduces the value or
irs the capabilities or efficiency of the Equipment or such Item,
er shall, at Buyer's sole expense, execute and deliver, from time to
, such instruments, including but not limited to orders for new
pment, components or modifications, and do such other matters and
gs as may be necessary or appropriate to Buyer's rights under this
ion 8.
Any part, attachment, appurtenance or accessory constituting a
ical part of the Equipment or such Item resulting from such alteration
edification which is essential to the operation of the Equipment or
Item, or which cannot be detached from the Equipment or such Item
out materially interfering with the operation of the Equipment or such
shall be deemed to be part of the Equipment or such Item and subject
he security interest of this Agreement.
Any part,.attachment,
rtenance or accessory of the Equipment or such Item which is so
aced shall, upon replacement or substitution, cease to be part of the
pment or such Item, and shall become free and clear of the security
rest of this Agreement.
BUYER'S ADDITION AND CONNECTION RIGHTS.
Provided that the value of the Equipment or any Item thereof shall not
educed thereby and subject to the provisions of Paragraph 8, Buyer
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.1 have the right, at any time, to add or connect additional compatible
pment to the Equipment and whether such compatible equipment is owned
tuyer or on rental with Manufacturer or other third party.
CASUALTY AND CONDEMNATION.
(a)
In the event that during the term of this Agreement the Equipment
any Item of Equipment which renders the remainder of the Equipment
t for continued use):
)

shall be lost, stolen, destroyed, or, in the opinion of
Manufacturer, irreparably damaged, or

)

shall be requisitioned for a period which exceeds the remainder of
the term of this Agreement by any governmental authority under the
power of eminent domain

such occurrence being hereinafter called a Casualty;
Buyer shall
ptly and fully inform Seller in regard thereto.
(b).
Buyer is hereby authorized and empowered in the name and on
If of Seller, Buyer or both, to appear in any proceedings or actions
ing from a Casualty, to negotiate, prosecute and adjust any claim for
award, compensation or insurance payment on account of any such
alty and to collect any such award, compensation or insurance payment,
er shall be entitled to participate in any such proceeding, action,
tiation, prosecution or adjustment.
Buyer shall take all appropriate
on in connection with each such proceeding, action, negotiation,
ecution and' a d j u s t m e n t and shall pay all expenses thereof, including
cost of Seller's participation therein.
(c). Upon .the occurrence of such a Casualty, Buyer shall have the
on, exercisable by written notice to Seller, to terminate this
ement with respect to such Equipment or Item by paying to Seller on any
ent Date which occurs not more than 90 days nor less than 30 days after
giving of such notice (the Casualty Purchase Date) cash in an amount
|1 to the sum of (i) the Prepayment Amount applicable to such Equipment
tern computed in accordance with Schedule C hereto as of such Casualty
hase Date, (ii) the Payment due and payable on such Casualty Purchase
with respect to such Equipment or Item and (iii) all other Payments
other sums remaining unpaid under this Agreement with respect to such
pment or Item to and including such Date.
(d). Upon payment of all monies set forth in Paragraph 10(c), Buyer
release the Equipment or such Item from the security interest
under.

BUYER*S RIGHT TO TERMINATE FOR NON-APPROPRIATION.
(a) In the event that:
{i) Funds are not appropriated by the Iowa legislature or the
expenditure for the Buyer*s annual Payments are not approved by the
State Board of Public Construction during a subsequent fiscal
period during the term of this Agreement for the acquisition of
services and functions which in whole or in part are essentially
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the same services and functions for the performance of which the
Equipment was purchased and written notice thereof is given to
Seller at least sixty (60) days prior to the first day of such
subsequent fiscal period;
(ii) Buyer has exhausted all funds legally available for making Payments
due under this Agreement;
.'
iii) there is no other legal procedure by which Payments can be made to
Seller; and
(iv) such failure to obtain funds did not result from any act or failure
to act of Buyer.
Then Seller's only remedy shall be to terminate this Agreement at the
of the fiscal period during which notice is given and take possession
the Equipment provided that if funds are subsequently appropriated or
erwise acquired by Buyer at any time during what would otherwise have
n the Term of this Agreement for the acquisition of services and
ctions which in whole or in part are essentially the same services and
?tions for the performance of which the Equipment was intended, Buyer
11 purchase, lease or otherwise acquire such other equipment to perform
n services and functions from Seller.
(b)
Buyer represents and warrants that it has funds duly appropriated
meet its obligations under this Agreement for the current applicable
:al period beginning July 1, 1978 and ending June 30, 1979.

BOYER'S P R E P A Y M E N T .
If no default shall have occurred and be continuing, Buyer shall have
right, on..or after August 1, 1980 exerciseable by written notice to
.er to prepay its obligation under this Agreement with respect to Group
[uipment, Group II Equipment (as shown on Schedule A) or all the
.pment by paying to Seller on any Payment Date which ,occurs not more
i 90 days nor less than 30 days after the giving of such notice (the
layment Date) cash in an amount equal to the sum of (i) the Prepayment
m t computed in accordance with Schedule C hereto as of such Prepayment
!, (ii) the Payment due and payable on such Prepayment Date and (iii)
other Payments and other sums remaining unpaid under this Agreement to
including such Prepayment Date.
Upon Buyer's having satisfied all of
monetary and other obligations under this Agreement, Seller will
;ase its security interest in the Equipment.

CONDITIONAL LIMITATIONS ; DEFAULT PROVISION.
(al Any of the following occurrences or acts shall constitute a
ult under this Agreement:
)

if Buyer shall (1) fail to pay any Payment or other sums required to
be paid by Buyer hereunder, and such failure shall continue for
seven (7) days after written notice from Seller to Buyer of such
failure, or (2) fail to observe or perform any other provision
hereof, and such failure shall continue for fourteen (14) days after
6

written notice to Buyer of such failure (provided, that in the case
of any such default which cannot be cured by the payment of money
and cannot with diligence be cured within such 14-day period, if
Buyer shall commence promptly to cure the same and thereafter
prosecute the curing thereof with diligence, the time within which
such default may be cured shall be extended for such period as is
necessary to complete the curing thereof with diligence); or
if Buyer shall file a petition in bankruptcy or for reorganization
or for an arrangement pursuant to any federal or state bankruptcy
law or any similar federal or state law, or shall be adjudicated a
bankrupt or become insolvent or shall make an assignment for the
benefit of creditors or shall admit in writing its inability to pay
its debts generally as they become due, or if a petition or answer
proposing the adjudication of Buyer as a bankrupt or its
reorganization pursuant to any federal or state bankruptcy law or
any similar federal or state law shall be filed in any court and
,Buyer shall consent to or acquiesce in the filing thereof, or such
petition or answer shall not be discharged or denied within 30 days
after the filing thereof; or
) if a receiver, trustee or liquidator of Buyer or of all or
substantially all of the assets of Buyer or of the Equipment or any
Item thereof or of Buyer1s interest therein shall be appointed in
any proceeding brought by Buyer, or if any such receiver, trustee or
liquidator shall be appointed in any proceeding brought against
Buyer and shall not be discharged within 30 days after such
appointment, or if Buyer shall consent to or acquiesce in such
appointment; or
if Buyer shall attempt, make or suffer any transfer of the Equipment
or any Item thereof or of Buyer's interest in this Agreement other
than in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement.
It is the
intention of this Paragraph 13(a)(iv) that the defaults set forth
herein not be subject to the notice and cure provisions of clause
(2) of Paragraph 13(a) (i).
b ) . If a default shall have happened and be continuing, Seller shall
the immediate right, whether or not this Agreement shall have been
nated to take possession of the Equipment or any Item thereof by
ry proceedings or in any manner Seller determines to be necessary or
able and
Seller shall be under no liability by reason thereof.
No
repossession of the Eguipment or Item shall be construed as an
ion by Seller to terminate th i s .Agreement unless a notice of such
tion is given to Buyer or unless such termination is decreed by a
of competent jurisdiction.
c ) . At any time, or from time to time, after the taking possession of
quipment or Item whether or not this Agreement shall have been
nated Seller may (but shall be under no obligation to) lease the
ment or Item for the account of Buyer, in the name of Buyer or Seller
herwise, without notice to Buyer, for such term or terms and on such
tions and for such uses as Seller, in its absolute discretion, may
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rmine.
Seller may collect and receive any rents payable by reason of
leasing.
Seller shall not be liable for any failure to lease the
pment or Item or for any failure to collect any rent due upon any such
ing .
(d) . No expiration or termination of this Agreement by operation o.f
or otherwise, and no taking possession of the Equipment or Item .and no
ing of the Equipment or Item shall relieve Buyer of its liabilities and
gations hereunder, all of which shall survive such expiration,
ination, taking possession or reletting.
(e). At any time, or from time to time, after taking possession of the
pment or any Item whether or not the term of this Agreement shall have
terminated and whether or not Seller shall have leased the Equipment
tem, Seller may sell the Equipment or Item at one or more public or
ate sales without any obligation to account to Buyer for the proceeds
efrom.
In the event of such a sale. Seller shall be entitled to ,
ver from Buyer and Buyer will pay to Seller on demand, as and for
idated and agreed final damages for Buyer's default and in lieu o f all
ent damages beyond the date of such demand (it being agreed that it
d
be impracticable or extremely difficult to fix the actual damages),
mount equal t o :
)

all Payments and other sums remaining unpaid as of the date of such
sale together with all Payments which would have been due for the
then unexpired term/of this Agreement in the absence of such
expiration, termination or taking possession,
discounted to present
value at such date of sale, at the rate of 4% per annum, less

)

the net proceeds from such sale after deducting therefrom all
Seller's' costs and expenses in connection with such default
including but not limited to costs and expenses of taking
possession,
arranging and
consummating
any leasing preceding such
sale and of
arranging and
consummating
such sale (including,in all
cases, reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses).

ADDITIONAL RIGHTS OF SELLER.
(a) . No right
or remedy hereunder shall be exclusive of any other
: or remedy hereunder or now or hereafter
existing.
Failure toinsist
the strict performance of any provision hereof or to exercise any
)n, right, power or remedy contained herein shall not constitute a
;r or relinquishment thereof for the future.
Receipt by Seller of any
?nt or other sum payable hereunder with knowledge of the breach of any
Lsion hereof shall not constitute a waiver of such breach, and no
;r by Seller of any provision hereof shall be deemed to have been made
>s made in writing.
Seller shall be entitled to injunctive relief in
of the violation, or attempted or threatened violation, of any of the
.sions hereof, or to a decree compelling performance of any of the
.sions hereof or to any other remedy allowed to Seller by law
iding, without limitation, all rights afforded to a secured party under
Iniform Commercial Code as in effect in the State where the Equipment
>cated.
b)
Buyer hereby waives and surrenders for itself and all those
ling under it, including creditors of all kinds any right and privilege
i it or any of them may have to have a continuance of this Agreement
termination of Buyer's right thereunder by order or judgment of any

rt or by any legal process or writ, or under the terms of this
sement, of after the termination of this Agreement as herein provided,
(c). If Buyer shall be in default in the performance of any of its
Lgations hereunder, Buyer shall pay to Seller, on demand, all expenses
jrred by Seller as a result thereof, including reasonable attorneys'
5 and expenses.
If Seller shall be made a party to any litigation
[\enced against Buyer, and Buyer, at its expense, shall fail to provide
Ler with counsel approved by Seller, buyer shall pay all costs and
sonable attorneys' fees and expenses incurred by Seller in connection
\ such litigation.
LIENS; RESTRICTIONS.
Buyer will
L)

promptly remove and discharge any charge, lien, security interest or
encumbrance upon the Equipment or any Item thereof or any Payment or
other sum payble hereunder v/hich arises for any reason as a result
.of the failure of Buyer for any reason to perform or observe any of
the covenants and agreements required to be performed or observed by
Buyer hereunder;

.)

keep the Equipment and each and every Item thereof free and clear of
any liens, charges,-encumbrances or claims of the owner or owners of
any interest in the premises in which the Equipment or Items is
installed (including any mortgagees) and will, if requested by
Seller, obtain and deliver to Seller concurrently with the initial
delivery or any relocation of the Equipment or any Item thereof, a
waiver of any such liens or claims in recordable form satisfactory
to Seller, or a certificate of any such owner, mortgagee or lessor
waiving any interest in the Equipment or Item thereof, and

i) not assign this Agreement or any of its rights hereunder nor lease
or rent the Equipment or any Item.
Any such assignment, lease or
rental shall be void.
However, with the prior written consent of
Seller, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld, Buyer may
assign all or part of this Agreement to Des Moines Area Community
College.
RISK OF LOSS, REPAIR, DAMAGE AND DESTRUCTION.
Other than as expressly set forth to the contrary in this Agreement,
r shall bear the risk of damage, loss, theft or destruction, partial or
lete, foreseen and unforeseen of the Equipment and any Item thereof,
any and all replacements, repairs or substitutions of the Equipment and
Item thereof shall be at the cost and expense of Buyer and if made
1 constitute accessions to the Equipment and subject to the security
rest of this Agreement and in the event the Equipment or any Item
cof is lost, ;-jtolen, destroyed or damaged, Buyer agrees that it will
ptly repair, restore or replace the Equipment or such Item at its sole
and expense unless Buyer elects to purchase the Equipment or Item and
the Casualty Payment as set forth herein.
INDEMNIFICATION.
Buyer shall pay, and shall protect, indemnify, defend and save harmless
or and any assignee of Seller's interest hereunder from and against,
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liabilities, losses, damages, costs, expenses (including reasonable
srneys* fees and expenses), causes of action, suits, claims, demands or
jments of any nature arising from (i) injury to or death of any person,
3amage to or loss of property, resulting in any way from use or
session of the Equipment or any Item, (ii) violation of this Agreement,
.) any litigation contest referred to in this Agreement and (iv) any
jge to the premises wherein the Equipment or any Item is located caused
:he installation, use or removal thereof.
ASSIGNMENT OR TRANSFER BY SELLER.
(a). Seller may, at any time and from time to time, assign or transfer
» Agreement and all Payments and other sums at any time due and to
>me due, or at any time owing or payable by the Buyer to Seller under
of the provisions of this Agreement.
Any such assignment or transfer
be given as collateral security for indebtedness of Seller or for any
;r business reason of Seller.
(b) . No such assignee or transferee shall be obligated to perform any
\ 9 covenant or condition required to be performed by Seller under any of
provisions of this Agreement.
Buyer, by its execution hereof,
*owledges and agrees that notwithstanding any such assignment or
isfer, each and every covenant, agreement, representation and warranty
seller under this Agreement shall be and remain the sole liabilitiy of
,er and of every successor in interest of Seller.
Buyer further
towledges and agrees that from and after the receipt by Buyer of written
ce of such an assignment or transfer, all Payments and other sums or
;ers which are the subject matter thereof shall be paid to the assignee
.ransferee thereof at the place of payment designated in such notice,
such assignee or transferee shall have the right to exercise (either in
own name or in the name of the Seller) such rights, privileges and
dies of Seller provided in such assignment or transfer.
Buyer further
es that if--so requested, it will acknowledge such assignment or
sfer in writing to such assignee or transferee.
(c). Any such assignment or transfer granted in connection therewith
1 be subject and subordinate to Buyer’s interest in the Equipment or
and, in particular, Buyer's right of quiet enjoyment set forth herein
ong as no default by Buyer shall have occurred and be continuing
under.
LABELING.
Buyer acknowledges that the Equipment is subject to a security interest
avor of Seller.
In recognition of this interest of Seller, Buyer
es that, within fourteen (14) days of the commencement of this
ement. Buyer will mark the Equipment permanently and conspicuously with
following legend:
ubject to a security interest to Chancellor Corporation, Secured Party"
NOTICES, DEMANDS AND OTHER INSTRUMENTS.
All notices, demands, designations, certificates, requests, offers,
ents, approvals and other instruments given pursuant to this Agreement
1 be in writing and shall be validly given when mailed by prepaid
stered or certified mail, (i) if to Seller, addressed to Seller at its
2 ss set forth above, and (ii) if to Buyer, addressed to Buyer at its
10

ess set forth above Attention:
Joseph Hronik, Superintendent.
Seller
Buyer each may, from time to time, specify any address in the United
es as its address for purposes of notices under this Agreement by
,ng fifteen (15) day's written notice to the other party.
1
i ESTOPPEL -CERTIFICATES;
..
.
—FINANCIALS.
i(a). Buyer will, from time to time, upon 10 day's prior request by ier, execute, acknowledge and deliver to Seller a certificate signed by
[sponsible senior officer of Buyer stating that this Agreement is
idified and in full effect (or, if there have been modifications, that
: Agreement is in full effect as modified, and setting forth such modiitions) and the dates to which Payments and other sums payable hereunder
t been paid, and either stating that to the knowledge of the signer of
\ certificate no default exists hereunder or specifying each such
lult of which the signer has knowledge.
Buyer acknowledges that any
i certificate may be relied upon by any existing or prospective assignee
Seller's interest under this Agreement or any purchaser of the Equipment
m y Item.
(b) . Buyer will furnish to Seller and any assignee of Seller within
¡days after the end of each of Buyer's fiscal years, the annual
tncial statement of Buyer, including a balance sheet and an income and
lined earnings statement for the Fiscal Year covered thereby, setting
:h in comparative form, the figures for the previous Fiscal Year, all in
tonable detail and duly certified by Buyer's independent certified
;ic accountant.
! EQUIPMENT PERSONAL PROPERTY; INSPECTION.
J(a). Buyer agrees that the Equipment and each Item shall be and remain
jonal property notwithstanding the manner in which it may be attached or
:xed to any „real property, and that Buyer will take all action necessary
iaintain the Equipment and each Item as such personal property.
(b) . Buyer agrees that Seller (or Seller’s authorized
esentatives), from time to time, shall have the right to inspect the
pment or any Items during reasonable business hours and to have prod, in connection with such inspection or otherwise, such information
documents as Seller may reasonably request with respect to the status
se of the Equipment or Itern.

SEPARABILITY; BINDING EFFECT.
Each provision hereof shall be separate and independent and the breach
ny provision by Buyer shall not discharge or relieve Buyer from its
igations to perform each and every other provision to be performed by
¡r hereunder.
If any provision hereof or the application thereof to any
on or circumstance shall to any extent be invalid or unenforceable, the
ining provisions hereof, or the application of such provision to
ons or circumstances other than those as to which it is invalid or
forceable, shall not be affected thereby, and each provision hereof
1 be valid and shall be enforceable to the extent not prohibited by
icable law.
All provisions contained in this Agreement shall be
ing upon, inure to the benefit of, and be enforceable by the respective
essors and assigns of Seller and Buyer to the same extent as if each
; successor and assign were named as a party hereto.
This Agreement may
be changed, modified or discharged except by a writing signed by Seller
¡Buyer .
11
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DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.
BUYER ACKNOWLEDGES THAT THE EQUIPMENT BEING SOLD HEREUNDER IS OF THE
2, DESIGN, SIZE, CAPACITY AND MANUFACTURE SELECTED BY BUYER? THAT SELLER
30T A MANUFACTURER OF, OR DEALER IN, THE EQUIPMENT? THAT SELLER WILL NOT
HAS NO OBLIGATION TO, INSPECT THE EQUIPMENT PRIOR TO DELIVERY TO BUYER
THAT SELLER HAS NOT MADE AND WILL NOT MAKE ANY REPRESENTATION, WARRANTY
COVENANT, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, ON WHICH BUYER MAY RELY, WITH RESPECT TO
MERCHANTIBILITY, FITNESS, CONDITION, QUALITY, DURABILITY OR SUITABILITY
BUYER'S PURPOSES OF THE EQUIPMENT IN ANY RESPECT, THE EQUIPMENT'S
>LIANCE WITH ANY LAW, RULE, SPECIFICATION OR CONTRACT PERTAINING
ÎETO, PATENT INFRINGEMENT, LATENT DEFECTS, OR ANY OTHER REPRESENTATION,
1ANTY OR COVENANT, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED.
SELLER SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO
;R FOR ANY LIABILITY, LOSS OR DAMAGE CAUSED OR ALLEGED TO BE CAUSED
;CTLY OR INDIRECTLY BY THE EQUIPMENT OR BY ANY INADEQUACY THEREOF OR
:CIENCY OR DEFECT THEREIN.
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF BUYER.
Buyer represents and warrants to Seller (and any assignee or transferee
Seller) that:
i)

Buyer is a sub-division or agency of the State of Iowa and
qualifies as a "political subdivision" within the meaning of
Section 1Ü3(a) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as amended and
as such is authorized to enter into obligations qualifying as tax
exempt pursuant to Section 103.

i)

Buyer has all right, power and authority to enter into this
Agreement and all related documents and certificates given in
connection, therewith;

i)

This Agreement and all related documents and certificates have been
duly authorized and approved under all laws, regulations and
procedures applicable thereto, and the consent of all necessary
persons and bodies has been obtained; and

v)

This Agreement and all related documents and certificates have
duly and validly executed and delivered by duly authorized
officials of Buyer and constitute legal, valid and binding
obligations of Buyer enforceable in accordance with their
respective terms.

been

SCHEDULES.
The following are Schedules A, B, and C referred to in this Agreement
n Schedules are hereby incorporated by reference herein.
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SCHEDULE A
CONDITIONAL SALE AGREEMENT
BUYER:
KIRKWOOD COMMUNITY COLLEGE
CONTROL NO.
188
DATED AS OF MAY 21, 1979

EQUIPMENT

ijption

Machine
Type

Model/
Feature

Serial
Number

3158

U31

23770

Acquisition
Cost

1 I EQUIPMENT
'/ 1/2 Meg of IBM
iry and 3 1/2 Megs
>BM .Memory
I Blk. Mpx. Channel
i Blk. Mpx. Channel
i Blk. Mpx. Channel
;ernal Storage Control
: Control Stor Control
landed Control Stor
lister Expansion
3 Adapter
!tual Machine Assist ■

1433
1434
1435
465Ü
2150
2151
6111
7840
8740

GROUP I TOTAL:

! II EQUIPMENT'"
i

lie Printer ■

3213

1

23770

tic Tape Unit

3420

6

94237

tic Tape Unit

3420

6

94996

jtic Tape Unit

3420

6

95893

tic Tape Unit

3420

6

96815

ol Unit

3274

B1

13666

er

3287

2

26399

er

3287

2

26400

er

3287

2

26401

ay Station

3278

2

G0348

ay Station

3278*

2

G0349

ay Station

3278

2

G0350

ay Station

3278

2

G0351

ay Station

3278

2

GO 352

$740,000

SCHEDULE A (continued)

ription

Machine
TYE* . ..

Model/
Feature

Serial
Number

f.ay Station

. 3278

2

G0353

jlay Station

3278

2

G0354

!lay Station

3278

2

G0356

lay Station

3278

2

G0357

lay Station

3278

2

G0358

lay Station

3278

2

G0359

unications Controller

3705

Al

10331

etic Tape' Unit
ual Density 6425

3420

6

etic Tape Unit
ual Density 6425

3420

ter

3211

ter Control Unit

3811

Reader

3505

Bl

ct Access Storage

3350

A2F

ct Access Storage

3350

A2F

it Access Storage

3350

B2

ct Access Storage

3350

B2

ct Access Storage

3350

B2

pt Access Storage

3350

B2

3803

2

Control

Acquisition
Cost

5

TOTAL GROUP II:

$1,274,890

TOTAL GROUPS I AND II EQUIPMENT:
tfOOD COMMUNITY COLLEGE

534,890

CHANCELLOR CORPORATION
BY
L>

SCHEDULE B
CONDITIONAL SALE AGREEMENT
BUYER:
KIRKWOOD COMMUNITY COLLEGE
CONTROL NO. 188
DATED AS OF MAY 21, 1979
AYMENTS
Per Month:

$21,925/Month commencing September 1, 1979 and ending 6n <
including August 1, 1980.

Per Month:

$26,410/Month commencing September 1 , 1 9 8 0 and ending on
and including August 1, 1984.

OTE:

During the Interim Term the Equipment will be delivered and
installed at varying times.
Buyer hereby agrees to pay Per Diem
Payments with respect to each Item during the Interim Term
computed as follows:
An amount equal to $730.83 multiplied by a
fraction the numerator of which shall be the Acquisition Cost of
such Item and the denominator of which shall be the Acquisition
Cost of all Equipment shall be due from the completion of
installation of such Item until the end of the Interim Term.
Acquisition Cost with respect to each such Item will be provided
on the invoice for billing of such Item.
All such Per Diem
Payments shall be. payable on the first Payment Date together with
the first Monthly Payment.

AYMENT DATES
September 1, 1979 and the first (1st) day of each month thereafter
o and including August 1, 1984.
ERM
Interim Term
Commencement Date
Expiration Date

Completion of Installation with respect to
each Item
August 31, 1979_____

Primary Term
Commencement Date_____ September 1 , 1979______
Expiration Date______ August 31, 1984_______
■

Summary - Schedules A and B
Equipment Cost
Total Deferred Amount
Total Primary Term Payments
Total Primary Term Interest

U m w COMMUNITY COLLEGE

$1,274,890
1,274,890
1,530,780
255,890

CHANCELLOR CORPORATION

SCHEDULE C
CONDITIONAL SALE AGREEMENT
BUYER:
KIRKWOOD COMMUNITY COLLEGE
CONTROL NO.
188
DATED AS OF MAY 21, 1979
PREPAYMENT AMOUNT UPON CASUALTY OR PREPAYMENT
The Prepayment Amount with respect to the Equipment shall be set forth
iw opposite the Casualty Purchase Date or Prepayment Date on which such
tayroent occurs (Casualty Purchase Date or Prepayment Date Number 1 being
ember 1, 1979 and each succeeding Casualty Purchase Date or Prepayment
being the first (1st) day of each month during this Agreement which
irs thereafter) .
~
In the event of a Prepayment of either Group of Equipment (but not all
Equipment) the Prepayment Amount with respect to such Group shall be
Prepayment Amount with respect to all the Equipment multiplied by a
:tion the numerator of which shall be the Acquisition Cost of such Group
the denominator of which shall be the Acquisition Cost of all the
paent.
In the event of such a Prepayment, the Monthly Payment with
>ect to the Group remaining subject to this Agreement shall be reduced
he same fraction determined in the preceeding sentence.

Casualty Purchase Date
or Prepayment D a t e
Prior to 1
1

Prepayment Amount
None Prior to 13

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

$1,107,520.32
1,086,557.92
1,065,490.71
1,044,318.16
1,023,039.75
1,001,654.95
980,163.22
958,564.04
936,856.86

SCHEDULE C (continued)

ïsualty Purchase Date
jr Prepayment Date
22
23
.24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
'41
■
‘42
43
44
45
46
47
48
,49
50
'51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

Prepayment Amount

915
893
871
848
826
804
781
759
736
713
690
667
644
621
597
574
550
527
503
479
455
430
406
382
357
332
307
282
257
232
207
181
156
130
104
78
52
26

041. 14
116. 35
081. 93
937. 34
682. 03
315. 44
837. 02
246. 21
542. 44
725. 15
793. 78
747. 75
586. 49
309. 42
915. 97
405. 55
777. 58
031. 47
166. 63
182. 46
078. 37
853. 76
508. 03
040. 57
450. 77
738. 02
901. 71
941. 22
855. 93
645. 21
308. 44
844. 98
254. 20
535. 47
688. 15
711. 59
605. 15
368. 18
-0-

ITNESS WHEREOF, Seller and Buyer have each caused this Agreement to be
executed and delivered, all as of the date first above written.
CHANCELLOR COPORATION,
as Seller

KIRKWOOD COMMUNITY COLLEGE,
as Buyer

H in es, P e nce, Day & P o w e rs
A T T O R N E Y S AT LAW
E N T C IB 9 9 -I9 6 7 )
iFAN G LER Cl9 0 2 - 1 9 6 5 )
I ES (1 9 0 3 - 1975)

S I5 M E R CH A N TS NATIO NAL BANK BUILDING

ice:

CED AR

R A P ID S , IO W A 53401

August 17, 1979

*. H, Richard Smith '
:tqrney at Law
0 Liberty- Building
.xth and Grand
¡s Moines, Iowa 50309
HE e

Kirkwood Community.College - Chancellor Corporation

iar Dicks
tclosed you will find three copies of a proposed Agreement
>r your approval to which are attached as Exhibit "A" the
tancellor Corporation Agreement.
1 talking with John Cordes and Ken Kupka today how the actual
lokkeeping will work out, I don't believe needs to be a sub
let of this Agreement- It is my understanding that actually
[ACC and Kirkwood will only be putting out money for -their
:tual use of the equipment and the money for purchase is
>ing to come from the Joint Consortia.
am sending copies of this on their instructions to Gene
Lyders so that he will have a copy before when you visit
.th him about it.
Very— truly yours,

Ernest P. Pence
T:1
lcI:

Eugene R. Snyders
Kenneth K. Kupka
John Cordes

TELEPHONE
O l9 )3 9 B - 0 4 3 7

Board Approved
October 8, 1979
BOARD MEETING SCHEDULE FOR 1979-80

LOCATION

PROGRAM

eber -^2', 197-9

-Ankeny

-Set parameters-foiMjargaining
with BMACCIIEA*

ember 12, 1979

Ankeny

Regular meeting

ember 10, 1979

Knoxville/Pella Area

Regular meeting

lary 14, 1980

Ankeny

Regular meeting

tuary 11, 1980

Ankeny

Regular meeting

ruary 25, 1980

Ankeny

Presentation of preliminary budget

?h 10, 1980

Ankeny

Regular meeting

ti 14, 1980

Carroll

Regular meeting

LI 28, 1980

Ankeny

Hear presentations

12, 1980

Ankeny

Regular meeting

i 9, 1980

Urban Center

Regular meeting

; 23, 1980

Ankeny

Hear presentations

' 14, 1980

Ankeny

Regular meeting

st 11, 1980

Ankeny

Regular meeting

ember 8, 1980

Ankeny

Regular meeting

ber 13, 1980

Boone

Regular meeting

‘V *

i

Attachment #6 on file in Don Zuck's office.

Attachement #7 on file in the office of Assistant to the President.

Des Moines Area Community College
2006 S. Ankeny Boulevard
Ankeny, Iowa 50021^

ETING
1979

A special meeting of the Des Moines Area Community College Board of
Directors was held on Monday, October 8, 1979, at the Boone Campus,
1125 Hancock Drive, Boone, Iowa, for the purpose of canvassing votes
for the election of members to the Board of Directors of the Des Moines
Area Community College and such other old business as listed on the
agenda. The meeting was called to order by Board President Maurice
Campbell at 6:30 p.m.
Members present:

Maurice Campbell
Max Kreager
Walter Hetzel
Eldon Leonard
Donald Rowen
Murray Goodman
Theodore Nemmers
Ray Clark
Walter Stover, Jr.

Members absent:

None

Others present:

Paul Lowery, Superintendent
Eugene Snyders, Board Secretary, Vice President of
Business Management
Georganne Garst, New Board Elect
Jasper Risdal, New Board Elect
Various other DMACC staff, students, and interested
community residents
>

)F

It was moved by Walter Stover, seconded by Donald Rowen, that the
tentative agenda be approved as published. The motion passed as
follows:
Ayes:

Walter Stover, Jr.
Donald Rowen
Max Kreager
Ray Clark
Theodore Nemmers
Murray Goodman
Walter Hetzel
Eldon Leonard
Maurice Campbell

Nays : None

EETING

OF
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It was moved by Max Kreager, seconded by Donald Rowen, that the minutes
of the September 11 regular meeting be approved as presented. The
motion passed as follows:
Ayes: Max Kreager
Donald Rowen
Walter Stover, Jr.
Maurice Campbell
Eldon Leonard
Walter Hetzel
Murray Goodman
Theodore Nemmers
Ray Clark
Kays:

30MPEN*lN

October 8, 1979

^

None

It was moved by Theodore Nemmers, seconded by Donald Rowen, that the
following resolution be approved:
DEFERRED COMPENSATION
BE IT RESOLVED that the Directors of the Des Moines Area Community
College do hereby authorize payroll deductions for deferred compensa
tion plans for employees who request such plans provided that the
Superintendent approves such plan for inclusion in the payroll deduc
tion system.
Upon a roll call vote, the following votes were cast:
Ayes:

Theodore Nemmers
Donald Rowen
Maurice Campbell
Eldon Leonard
Walter Hetzel
Walter Stover, Jr.
Murray Goodman
Ray Clark
Max Kreager

Nays: None
WHEREUPON, the President of the Board declared the resolution duly
adopted.
? VOTES

A canvass of the votes cast at the regular school election held
September 11, 1979, was made by review of Certified District of Election
received from Polk County Board of Supervisors, copies of which are
attached hereto and made a part of these minutes, which indicates
the following votes having been cast:

EETING

- 3 -

October 8, 1979

ELECTION OF BOARD MEMBERS
District No. 3 - Georganne M. Garst
W. Bruce Bierma
Winnifred Brokaw

1,921
758
632

District No. 4 - Walter A. Stover, Jr.

2,786

District No. 5 - Jasper M. Risdal
Ray Gardner

1,118
768

TAX LEVY QUESTION
For the question
Against the question

18,334
10,986

It was moved by Max Kreager, seconded by Theodore Nemmers, that the
canvass of votes as indicated above be made a matter of record.
Motion passed as follows:
Ayes:

Max Kreager
Theodore Nemmers
Eldon Leonard
Murray Goodman
Ray Clark
Walter Hetzel
Donald Rowen
Walter Stover, Jr.
Maurice Campbell

Nays : None
It was moved by Walter Hetzel, seconded by Eldon Leonard, that the
special meeting be adjourned. Motion passed and the meeting adjourned
at 6:40 p.m.

Eldon Leonard;,. President

POLK COUNTY IOWA
ABSTRACT OF ELECTION
, the undersigned Members of the Board of Supervisors and ex-officio County Board of Canvassers
.K County, do hereby certify the following to be a true and correct abstract of the votes cast in said
3t

the

SPECIAL SCHOOL

Election for

DES MOINES AREA COMMUNITY COLLEGE (Merged Area XI)

COUNTY OF POLK r STATE OF IOWA_______________________________________________'
the

1 1th

day of

SEPTEMBER_________ ( A.D., 19_Z9_.

DMACC- to levy a tax of 20.25 cents
le question as to the adoption of the per thnnsanri Hollars______________________ there were:
FOR THE Q U EST IO N

18334

Votes

AGAINST THE Q U EST IO N

10986

Votes

le question as to the adoption of t h e _____________________________________________ there were:
FOR THE Q U EST IO N ________________ Votes
AGAINST THE Q U EST IO N ________________ Votes

e question as to the adoption of the

there were:

FOR THE QUESTION

Votes

AGAINST THE QUESTION

Votes

‘EST1M0NY WHEREOF, We have hereunto set our hands and caused this to be attested by the Clerk
oard of Supervisors, with the seal of said County.
e at Des Moines, the county seat of said county, this __24_th day o f

I

*

SEPTEMBER

a .D.,

19 79

Chairman
Members of the
Board of
K Supervisorsand
ex-officio
County Board of
Canvassers.

POLK COUNTY IOWA
ABSTRACT OF ELECTION
I
I
|the undersigned Members of the Board of Supervisors and ex-officio County Board of Canvassers for
ounty, do hereby certify the following to be a true and correct abstract of the affirmative and negative
1st in said county at the . -

REGULARAL SCHOOL_____________ Election of the DES MOINES AREA

[ITY COLLEGE (Merged AreaXheIri on the _ 11th day of
candidates who ran for the office o f

SEPTEMBER_____ ( A.D., IQ 79 tf0r the

sc h o o l r o aed d ir e c t o r _________________________of

the

fTY OF POLK T STATE OF I O W A _________________________________________
n by the Official Returns from the several townships and election precincts:
TOTAL VOTE: 35,311
(

Director- District III - 3yr. term - vote for one

office of

HE RTERMA

, rprpiyeri

758

RED BROKAW

( received

632

votes

M E M. GARST

, received

1921

votes

ins

, received

Olson

votes

^ ( rerpiverl

1

votes

Burk, Sr.

( rerpiverl

1

VOfes

ice

( receiuerl

Is

f received

1

votes

rris

( received

1

vofes

2786

votes

Director..- District IV

office of

-

3 vr. term

-

f rereiyerl

s

( rereiyerl

Director

, received

-

votes

vote for one

A. STOVER. JR.
ins

office nf

1

votes

1

votes

, received

votes

t received

votes

, received

votes

, received

vote«

, received

votes

, re re ive d

votes

District V - 3vr term - vote .for one

RDNER

, received

768

votes

M. RISDAL
ins

, received

1118

votes

nnings

, received

1

, received
, received

1
1

, received

1

votes

received

1
1

votes

iTnungmnn
ing
rris
"irMTi

Commons

, receiveri

. .

, received

votes
votes
.

votes
votes

votes

office of

received

. votes

received

. votes

received

. votes

received

. votes

received

. votes

received

. votes

received

.votes

received

votes

received

votes

received

,votes

received

votes

received

votes

received

votes

received

votes

received

votes

received

votes

received

votes

received

votes

received

votes

received

votes

received

votes

received

votes

received

votes

received

votes

received

votes

received

votes

received

votes

office of

office of

ESTIMONY WHEREOF, We have hereunto set our hands and caused this to be attested by the Clerk
oard of Supervisors, with the seal of said County.
e at Des Moines, the county seat of said county, this _

24th day of
A

n

m

m

m

W

'
^

/>

SEPTEMBER

a.D.,

1Q79

Members of the
Board of
Supervisors and
ex-officio
County Board of
Canvassers.

JOINT MEETING OF BOARDS OF DIRECTORS
OF
HEARTLAND AREA EDUCATION AGENCY

and
DES MOINES AREA COMMUNITY COLLEGE

S e p

,

0

-I 8 fäfn

Friday, September 21, 1979
Heartland Education A g en cy
1932 S . W . T h ird
A n k e n y , Iowa
4: 30 P. M.

f/t%r

Call to O rder
A p p rova l of Minutes of June 4, 1979
Discussion of Human Relations Program fo r C ollege Staff
Joint U sage of C areer Education T ra ile rs for 1979-80
M aterials, T ra in in g and Joint Program s on E n glish -A s-A -S econ d Language
Cooperation on U . S. Senate Youth Scholarship T est

RECEIVED
SEP 181979
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

Joint M eeting of AEA 11 and
Des Moines A re a Community
C ollege Boards of D irectors
June 4,, 1979
4:00 p. m.
Heartland Education A g en cy

in attendance w ere: Paul L o w e ry , Eldon Leonard and Charles W righ t o f the Des
5 A rea Community C o lleg e and Ralph Lyn n , R ichard H errnstadt, Dean C ox, K . W.
, B ill C lark, M arvin D a v is , D avid B ra d ley , M argaret Korshun and B arbara Purdue
Heartland Education A g e n c y .
eeting was called to o rd e r at 4: 07 p .m . b y Heartland Board P resid en t, Ralph Lynn.
inutes of F eb ru ary 12, 1979 w e re p resen ted fo r ap p rova l. It was m oved b y H errnstadt,
led by Leonard, that the minutes be approved as rea d . Motion C a rrie d .
;h-As-A-Second Lan gu age P ro ject
dstrator M iller of Heartland rep o rted the state had been in contact with Heartland
ximately two months ago con cern in g the submission of a proposal on a p ro ject to
tie language instruction to re fu g e e s new to the State of Iow a. Heartland w ork ed
ra tively with the Des Moines A re a Community C ollege and the Des Moines School
ct on this proposal w h ich was submitted to the state fo r a p p ro va l. To date, approls not been re c e iv e d from the state and D r. B ill C la rk , D irector of the Educational
zes at Heartland, stated he was v e r y pessim istic about re c e iv in g any funds for
roject. F ed era l funding was discussed as a means of supporting this p ro je c t and
: suggested that this p o s s ib ility be in vestiga ted , although it was the fe e lin g of
joards that state funds should be p ro v id e d to ca rry out this p ro ject as it was the
who brought the refu g ees to Iow a,
r_ T ra ile rs
■intendent L o w e ry of the Des Moines A re a Community C ollege rep o rted that the
r Exploration Program funded jo in tly by Heartland and the A rea C o llege is ju st
¡chool districts short o f rea ch in g the goal o f schools to be se rv e d in 1979-80. Conare coming in from schools who w ill be particip atin g in the program for. 1979-80.
herrnstadt, member o f the Heartland B oard, questioned whether Heartland had taken
. action on the funding o f this program fo r 1979-80. Adm inistrator M ille r rep orted
are allocated in the H eartland budget fo r 1979-80 for the ca reer program and the
es would be checked as to board action.
uter Status
aistrator M ille r re p o rte d that to date a dissolution agreem ent had not been re c e iv e d
the attorneys to make fin a l settlement of the M id-Iow a Educational Computer C enter.

eeting Minutes
ICC & Heartland
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■

suggested that an effo rt be made to complete this agreem ent p r io r to the m eeting
board this month so that action culd be taken by both boards to ap p rove the
ition p rio r to June 30th, w hich is the ending date of the presen t agreem ent.
ntendent L o w e ry rep orted that the computer acqu ired b y the Eastern Consortium
w at the K irkw ood Community C ollege in Cedar Rapids and is expected to b egin
on on July 1, 1979 w hich w ill s e rv e all the area c o lle g e s .
strator M ille r advised that a 28-E A greem ent had been approved b y the State
of-Public Instruction fo r the operation of the M id-Iow a Computer Center to s e rv e
al school districts and A rea Educationa A gen cies in the w estern p art of the state;
HJNDS
ark expressed some concern o v e r C om prehensive Educational T ra in in g A ct (C E T A )
vhich are distribu ted through the Central Iowa R egion al Association of Local
iments (C IR A LG ) . T h e concern centers around the question of w h eth er or not
julations p ro v id e fo r 20% o f the funds to be used fo r in -sch ool p rogram s. If there
Lds available exploration was suggested to determ ine i f they could be made a v a ilschools in A rea 11.
being no fu rth er bu siness to come b efore the boards, the m eeting was adjourned
p .m.

R esp ectfu lly submitted,

'TiccAerbtieJ_________________
Barbara Purdue, R ecord in g S ecreta ry
A rea Education A g e n c y 11
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DES MOINES AREA COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Regular Board Meeting
Ankeny Campus - Bldg. 2 - Room 15
Monday, September 10, 1979^)
AGENDA

0 P.M.

PRESENTATION BY ARCHITECTS OF PROPOSED BUILDINGS

0 P.M.

DINNER - Cafeteria - Building //7

0 P.M.

CALL TO ORDER - REGULAR MEETING

1.

APPROVAL OF TENTATIVE AGENDA

2.

PUBLIC COMMENTS

3.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES - August 13 regular meeting

4.

REPORTS
a. ICASB - Rowen & Campbell
b. Area Supts. - Lowery
c. Levy extension - Clarkson & Lowery
d. Monthly financial - Snyders

5.

COMMUNICATION

6.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

7.

NEW BUSINESS
a. Personnel report
b.

Salaries for physical plant

and food servicepersonnel for

1979-80

c.

Authorize Superintendent to continue employment ofthosepersons
as needed to fulfill the contract with CIRALG for the class size
projects operated under CETA

î

d.

Approval of members to Western Attendance Center General Advisory
Committee

e.

Approval of Homemaker Home Health Aide program

f.

Approval of schedule of costs for day care center

g.

Consideration of offers to purchase student constructed house located
at 730 SE 10th St., Ankeny (listed at $88,000)

h.

Recommend institutional membership in National Association for Public
Continuing and Adult Education (NAPCE) in the amount of $75.00

i.

Recommend deferred compensation plan

2

8.

9.
10.

OTHER
a. Bargaining agreement - special session
b.

Establish date for orientation of new board members

c.

October meeting at Boone (organizational)

PRESENTATION OF CLAIMS AND ACCOUNTS
ADJOURNMENT

